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Old Taxonomic Order 
  none 

New Taxonomic Order 
   
 Family  Picobirnaviridae 
 Genus   Picobirnavirus 
 Type Species    Human picobirnavirus 
 Species    Human picobirnavirus 
     Rabbit picobirnavirus 
 Unassigned isolates   Pig picobirnavirus 
     Guinea pig picobirnavirus 
     Rat picobirnavirus 
     Chicken picobirnavirus 
     Giant anteater picobirnavirus 
     Hamster picobirnavirus  
     Calf picobirnavirus 
     Foal picobirnavirus 

Picobirnaviridae 

2005.216V.04 

bernard.delmas@jouy.inra.fr 

Human picobirnavirus 

2005.220V.04 

2005.217V.04

2005.221V.04 

Picobirnaviridae 2005.218V.04

2005.219V.04 Picobirnavirus 

Human picobirnavirus 
Rabbit picobirnavirus 

2005.222V.04
Pig picobirnavirus 
Guinea pig picobirnavirus 
Rat picobirnavirus 
Chicken picobirnavirus 
Giant anteater picobirnavirus 
Hamster picobirnavirus 
Calf picobirnavirus 
Foal picobirnavirus 



ICTV-EC comments and response of the SG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Result: The arguments of this proposal were generally considered to be valuable, however, 

it should be reconsidered whether picobirnaviruses could not be regarded as a separate 

genus within the family Birnaviridae. There was also some discussion about the name 

(Arguments: 1. Similarity to name of Picornaviridae; 2. As Picobirnaviridae are dissimilar 

to the Birnaviridae, the proposed name would be confusing. Suggestion to SG: could a new 

name for the new genus be considered which would also make the name for the new 

family?). However, as a whole the proposal was accepted and moved to stage 02. 
 
Response of the SG: We would like to create a new family with the additional following 
(unpublished) arguments: The capsid maturation and assembly appears to be very different 
between birna- and picobirna-viruses. The capsid protein gene of picobirnaviruses has been 
identified as constituted by the second ORF of the larger genomic segment. This ORF encodes a 
precursor that has no sequence identity with any other viral capsid proteins, and especially with 
the VP2 capsid protein of birnaviruses. Furthermore, picobirnavirus capsid protein results from 
a N-terminal self-cleavage of this precursor to give rise to a large peptide and the mature capsid 
protein. (For birnaviruses, the capsid protein derives from the processing of a polyprotein pVP2-
VP4-VP3 that generates pVP2 (the capsid precursor), VP4 (the viral protease) and VP3 (an 
internal viral protein). The pVP2 is further processed by VP4 at its C-terminus to generate VP2 
(the capsid protein), and 3 to 4 structural peptides.)  
   
We would like to stick with the name Picobirnaviridae for the new family for the following 
reasons: 1- the name of the genus picobirnavirus is well established in the dsRNA virologist 
community; 2- if we propose another name for this family, that would also signify that we have 
to rename the unique genus in the new family, that should be very confusing, 3- it is of interest 
to conserve the “bi-rna” core in the name, 4- the number of publications on picobirnaviruses is 
very low (38 PubMed publications until now), thus confusion with the Picornaviridae family 
should not be a problem. Thus, we believe that choosing another name - such as 
Stenobirnaviruses (steno for small in greec)- should probably create more problems than 
sticking with the name Picobirnaviridae.    



Argumentation to create a new family: 
 

 
 
Origin of the proposed family name 
 
 
 
 
 

Members of the picobirnavirus genus infecting humans and rabbits have been recently 

characterized by nucleotide sequencing. Their genome organization is deeply different from 

other members of the Birnaviridae family. The unique common feature is that all are 

bisegmented.  
There is absolutely no sequence conservation at the nucleotide and amino acid level between 

the genomes and the encoded proteins of birnaviruses and picobirnaviruses. The two 

picobirnavirus genomic segments are smaller than those of birnaviruses (1.7kb and 2.5kb) 
versus (2.8kb and 3.3kb).   

All birnaviruses (aqua-, entomo- and avi-) possess a very particular RNA polymerase, predicted 

as harboring a new 3D-fold, with a unique C-A-B motif arrangement (Gorbalenya et al., 2002). In 

contrast, picobirnaviruses polymerases contain the ubiquitous palm subdomain comprising the 
A-B-C motifs sequence found in RNA and DNA polymerases.  

The genome organization is different: In picobirnaviruses, two or three ORFs in the large 

genomic segment are following each other with few or no overlaps, in contrast to all other 
birnaviruses (aqua-, entomo- and avi-) in which a large ORF (encoding a polyprotein) covers 

90% of the segment length. 

The structure of the capsid is different. Birnavirus particles have a T=13 laevo symmetry with a 
diameter of 65-70 nm. Picobirnavirus particles have a diameter of 35-40 nm with a triangulation 

of 1, 3 or 4.  

Picobirnaviruses are only isolated in mammals. Birnaviruses (aqua-, entomo- and avi-) are never 

isolated in mammals. The only vertebrates that are hosts for birnaviruses are fish and two avian 
species: chicken and turkey.  

No function has been assigned to the two proteins encoded by the large genomic segment, the 

small one encodes the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. 
 

The picobirnavirus genus would define the Picobirnaviridae family, a family containing only 
the picobirnavirus genus. 
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